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Chromatic Number Versus Cochromatic Number in Graphs with 
Bounded Clique Number 
PAuL ERDos, JoHN GIMBEL AND H. JosEPH STRAIGHTt 
Given a simple graph G = (V, E), a subset U of Vis called a clique if it induces a complete 
subgraph of G, and is called an independent set if it induces an empty subgraph of G. The 
cochromatic number z( G) of G is the minimum number of sets into which V can be partitioned 
so that each set is independent or a clique. Then z(G) is bounded above by the familiar 
chromatic number x(G) of G. Let w(G) denote the maximum cardinality among the cliques of 
G, and let n be an integer greater than 2. In this paper we explore the following question: Is 
there a function f(n) of n such that, if G has w( G)< n and is not the complete graph of order 
n-1, then x(G).s;z(G)+f(n)? Some bounds onf(n) are obtained and, in particular, it is 
shown that /(3) = 0 and /(4) = 1. 
INTRODUCTION 
Given a simple graph G = (V, E), a subset W of V is called a clique provided that it 
induces a complete subgraph of G, and if W has cardinality k it is called a k-clique. 
Similarly, a subset U of V is called an independent set provided that it induces an empty 
subgraph of G, and if U has cardinality k it is called a k-independent set. The 
maximum cardinality of a clique in G is denoted w(G), whereas the maximum 
cardinality of an independent set is denoted {3( G). 
Let P = {V1, V2 , ••• , Vn} be a partition of V. If each V; is an independent set, then P 
is called an n-coloring of G, while if each V; is an independent set or a clique, then P 
is called an n-cocoloring of G. Recall that the chromatic number x( G) is the minimum 
n for which there exists ann-coloring. The cochromatic number z(G) is the minimum 
positive integer m for which there exists an m-cocoloring of G. 
The cochromatic number was introduced by Lesniak and Straight in [7]. In this first 
paper, some general bounds for z(G) were obtained and a formula was found for the 
cochromatic number of the complete n-partite graph with p; vertices in the ith partite 
set, l~i~n: 
z(K(p11 p 2 , •.• , Pn)) = min{n- i + p; I 0 ~ i ~ n }. 
Here, Po= 0 < p 1 ~ p 2 ~ • • • ~ Pn· Notice that a graph G and its complement (; have 
the same cochromatic number. Thus, for example, the preceding result can be restated 
as a formula for the cochromatic number of a union of complete graphs: 
z(Kp, U KP2 U · · · U KP.) = min{n- i + p; I 0 ~ i ~ n }, 
where p 0 = 0 < p 1 ~ p 2 ~ • • • ~ Pn and KP denotes the complete graph of order p. 
Notice that z(G) is bounded above by x(G). In fact, since z(G) = z(G), we have 
that 
z(G) ~ min{x(G), x(G)}. 
This bound is at the heart of cochromatic theory and leads one to consider several 
interesting and difficult questions. In [10], for example, Straight considered the 
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FIGURE 1. 
problem of determining the maximum cochromatic number z(n) among all graphs of 
order n. Looking at the problem another way, define C(m) to be the least positive 
integer n such that there exists a graph of order n with cochromatic number m. Then 
C(1) = 1, C(2) = 3, C(3) = 5, and C(4) = 9, but it is not known whether C(5) = 12 or 
13. Straight established that C(m -1) + k,;; C(m),;; C(m -1) + m, where k is the 
largest integer satisfying C(m -1) + k;;;;. r(k, k) + 1. This result introduces the notation 
for the Ramsey number r(s, t), denoting the smallest positive integer p such that any 
graph of order at least p contains either an s-clique or a t-independent set. A deep 
connection exists between cochromatic theory and ramsey theory. As another example 
of this connection, Gimbel [4] recently used bounds on r(n, n) to show that 
z(n) = O(n/ln n) and, as a consequence, that C(m) = O(m In m ). 
Additional results on the cochromatic number may be found in references [5, 11, 12]. 
Given positive integers m and n, let Kn(m) denote the complete n-partite graph with 
m vertices in each partite set. If m,;;n, then z(Kn(m))=m and x(Kn(m))=n. This 
example shows that, in general, x(G)- z(G) can be arbitrarily large; however, note 
that w(Kn(m)) = n. Now consider the Grotzsch graph G shown in Figure 1. This well 
known example has w(G) = 2 and x(G) = 4. What is z(G)? Is it possible that by using 
one color for a 2-clique of G that a 3-cocoloring of G can be found? It does not seem 
likely, but the answer is not obvious. Indeed, z(G) = 4, and we prove in Theorem 1 
that if G is a graph other than K2 with w(G) < 3, then x(G) = z(G). Similarly, in 
Theorem 2 it is shown that if G is a graph other than K3 with w( G)< 4, then 
x(G),;; z(G) + 1. 
In general, let n be an integer, n >2. We ask, is there a functionf(n) of n such that, 
if G is any graph other than Kn-l with w(G) < n, then x(G),;; z(G) + f(n)? Theorems 
3 and 4 state that f(n) exists and is exponential in n. 
RESULTS 
Our first result appeared in [7]; we include it for the sake of completeness and also 
provide a new proof. 
THEOREM 1. If G is any graph other than K2 with w( G) < 3, then x( G) = z( G). 
PROOF. Let G be a graph other than K2 with w(G) < 3, z(G) = m and x(G) = n. 
We must show that n,;; m. Let {Vv V2 , ••• , Vm} be a cocoloring of G that uses a 
minimum number k of 2-cliques. If k = 0, we are done, so assume that v; is a 2-clique 
for 1,;; i,;; k. 
Suppose k > 1: let V1 = {u, v} and V2 = {x, y }. Since G has no 3-cliques, u is not 
adjacent to both x andy; say ux It E. If vy It E, then { u, x} and { v, y} are independent 
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in G, whereas if vy E E, then {u, y} and {v, x} are independent in G. We can then 
replace V1 and V2 by independent sets U1 and U2 , contradicting the minimality of k. 
Next, suppose k = 1, where V1 = {u, v}. Let 
U1 = {x E V2l ux lt E} U {u} 
and 
U2 = {x e V2- U1 I vx tt E} u { v} . 
Then U1 and U2 are disjoint independent sets in G and U1 U U2 = V1 U V2. Thus 
{ U1, U2 , Vj, ... , Vm} is an m-coloring of G, showing that n,;;;; m. This completes the 
proof. 0 
THEOREM 2. If G is any graph other than K3 with w(G) < 4, then x(G),;;;; z(G) + 1. 
PROOF. Let G be a graph other than K 3 with w(G) < 4, z(G) = m, and x(G) = n. 
We must show that n,;;;; m + 1. Let {Vv V2, ••• , Vm} be a cocoloring of G that uses k 
2-cliques and 3-cliques and m - k independent sets. If k = 0, we are done, so assume 
that V; is a 2-clique or a 3-clique for 1 ,;;;; i ,;;;; k. 
If k = 1 and V1 = {u, v }, then { {u }, {v }, V2 , ••• , Vm} is an (m + 1)-coloring of G. If 
k = 1 and vl = { u, v' w}' let 
Uo= {x E V2l ux ttE} U {u}, 
ul = {x E v2- Uo I vx tt E} u { v }, 
U2= {x E v2- (UoU Ul) I wx ttE} u {w}. 
Note that U0 , U1 and U2 are pairwise disjoint independent sets and U0 U U1 U U2 = V1 U 
V2 • Thus {U0 , Uv U2 , Vj, ... , Vm} is an (m + 1)-coloring of G. 
We may thus assume that k > 1. Then, since r( 4, 3) = 9, r( 4, 2) = 4 and w( G)< 4, 
we may partition V1 U V2 U · · · U Vk as {Ut, U2, ... , Uk}, where IU1 u U2l,;;;; 6 and any 
U;, i > 2, is an independent set of cardinality 2 or 3. (Let W = V1 U V2 U · · · u Vk; note 
that 2k,;;;; IWI,;;;; 3k. If k = 2, then 4,;;;; IWI,;;;; 6, and we partition W arbitrarily as 
U1 u U2. Otherwise, k > 2: if IWI = 3k, then w:;;. 9 and we let uk be an independent 
set of cardinality 3 in the subgraph ( W) induced by W; else I WI :;;. 4 and we let Uk be 
an independent set of cardinality 2 in ( W). Now replace W by W - Uk> replace k by 
k -1 and repeat this process. Note that the condition 2k,;;;; IWI,;;;; 3k still holds.) 
Let G1 be the subgraph of G induced by U1 U U2. If x( G1) < 4, then clearly 
x( G) ,;;;; m + 1, so we may assume that x( G1) :;;. 4. It is now possible to check that G1 
has order 6 and must, in fact, be isomorphic to the 'wheel' of order 6, W6 = K 1 + C5 
(the join of K1 and the 5-cycle C5); let u be the vertex of degree 5 in G1• Since 
z( G1) = 3, it must also be that k > 2. Now let G2 be the subgraph of G induced by 
U1 U U2 U U3 • Note that we are done provided that x( G2 ) = 4. If some vertex of U3 is 
not adjacent to u, let 
Uo = {X E u3 I ux tt E} u { u}. 
Then it is easy to check that x( G2 - U0) = 3, so that x( G2) = 4. On the other hand, 
suppose that every vertex of U3 is adjacent to u. Then every vertex of U3 is adjacent to 
at most two (non-adjacent) vertices of G1 - u. In this case it is not difficult to show that 
x( G2 - u) = 3, so again we have that X( G2) = 4. This completes the proof. 0 
In the light of Theorems 1 and 2 it is tempting to conjecture that if G is any graph 
with w(G) < 5, other than K4 , then x(G),;;;; z(G) + 2. However, consider the graph 
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C5 + C5 • Notice that w(C5 + C5) = 4, x(C5 + C5) = 6 and z(C5 + C5) = 3. Another 
example is the graph H of order 12, the complement of which is shown in Figure 2. 
This graph also has w = 4, x = 6 and z = 3. We can prove that there is no graph G with 
w( G) < 5, x( G) = 5 and z (G) = 2, and that there exists a graph G of order p with 
w( G)< 5, x( G)= 6 and z( G)= 3 iff 10,;;; p,;;; 12. We have not as yet found an example 
of a graph H with w(H) < 5, x(H) = 7 and z(H) = 4, and therefore venture the 
following conjecture: 
CoNJEcruRE. If G is any graph with w(G) < 5 and z(G) > 3, then x(G),;;; z(G) + 2. 
For n > 2, define f(n) to be the least positive integer such that, if G is any graph 
other than Kn-l with w(G) < n, then x(G),;;; z(G) + f(n). Momentarily, we shall see 
that f(n) is defined for all n. We have shown that f(3) = 0, f( 4) = 1 and f(5);;:. 3. 
Generalizing the example C5 + C5 , let k be a positive integer and let 
Gk = Cs + Cs + · · · + Cs 
be the join of k copies of C5 • Then w(Gk) = 2k, x(Gk) = 3k and z(Gk) = 3. For n odd, 
say n = 2k + 1, we have that w( Gk) < n and x( Gk) = z( Gd + 3(n - 3)/2. For n even, 
say n = 2k + 2, we have that w(Gk + K1) < n and x(Gk + K1) = z(Gk + K1) + (3n-
10)/2. It follows that f(n);;:. 3(n - 3)/2 if n is odd, and f(n);;:. (3n - 10)/2 if n is even. 
Our next result gives an upper bound on f(n ). 
THEOREM 3. If G is any graph with w( G) < t, then x( G) < z( G) + r(t, t). 
PROOF. Let G be a graph with w(G) < t. Let z(G) = m and x(G) = n; we must 
show that n < m + r(t, t). Let {Vt. V2 , ••• , Vm} be a cocoloring of G that uses k 
cliques and m - k independent sets. If k = 0, we are done, so assume that v; is not an 
independent set for 1 ,;;; i ,;;; k. 
Since w(G) < t, we may partition V1 U · · · U Vk as {U0 , ••• , Uk·}, where IUol < r(t, t) 
and any U;, i > 0 is a t-independent set of G. Note that since 1 V;l < t, 1 ,;;; i,;;; k, we have 
that k' < k. Thus, 
n < r(t, t) + k' + (m- k) < r(t, t) + k + (m- k) = r(t, t) + m 
as was to be shown. This completes the proof. D 
Recalling that r(t, t) is bounded above by the binomial coefficient C(2t- 1, t- 1), 
we may conclude from Theorem 3 that f(n) < C(2n - 1, n - 1) < 4n. Our last result 
shows that f(n) is at least exponential in n. 
THEOREM 4. There is a positive number e such that for every integer n > 4 there 
exists a graph G with w(G) <nand x(G);;:. z(G) + (1 + et. 
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PROOF. We prove that the theorem holds for all but a finite number of n. The 
general result then follows from the constructions preceding Theorem 3. 
Select a constant p with 1 < 2p < 2. Let b = 1/(1- p) and c = 1/p. Choose a positive 
e such that both of the following inequalities are satisfied: 
2lo&,(1 +e)< 1, (1- e)log b- (1 + e)log c > 0. 
Since log b -log c > 0, this is possible. Next, let G be a random graph on r (1 + E tl 
vertices with edge probability p. From [3, 8], we know that almost every such G has a 
clique number less than 
For sufficiently large values of n this expression is less than n. Also, almost every such 
G has a chromatic number greater than 
(1-e)(1+et 
2n lo&,(1 +e) · 
If we consider G, we have a random graph with edge probability 1-p. From [2], 
and the fact that z( G),::; x( G), we have that almost every such G satisfies 
z(G),::; x(G),::; (1 + e)(1 + et 
2n lo&(1 +e) 
Thus, x(G)- z(G) is bounded below, for almost every G, by 
and is equal to 
(1 + Et [ 1- E 1 + E ] 
2n lo&,(1 +e) lo&(1 +e) 
2n (1 ~ et ) [(1- e)logb- (1 + e)logc]. log 1 + e 
But the term in square brackets is positive. Furthermore, 
( ~)n = ((1 + et) 1+2 0 2n . 
Hence, by appropriately renaming e, the theorem is established. 0 
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